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ISAP’s goal is to bring together our members who share a love of aviation, and 
want to preserve its history through their images. Through our organization, 
members can seek to enhance their artistic quality, advance technical knowl-
edge, and improve safety for all areas of aviation photography while fostering 
professionalism, high ethical standards, and camaraderie.

ISAP continues to help our members to better their photography skills, 
workflow, and set up resources to help with business questions that our 
members have. Updates are being made to the ISAP website and member 
portfolio section, and we are showcasing ISAP members’ images and 
accomplishments on our social media pages.

In this issue we are continuing to highlight ISAP members. I’m sure you will 
enjoy learning how your fellow ISAP members got started, as well as seeing 
some of their images and learning some tips. Remember that ISnAP is your 
publication to share your images, stories and tips with other members and the 
public. We look forward to each member sharing his or her stories with all of us.

Enjoy this issue of ISnAP!

Sincerely, 
Larry Grace, President
Kevin Hong, ISnAP Editor
International Society for Aviation Photography
www.aviationphoto.org • www.facebook.com/ISAPorg
isnap@aviationphoto.org
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WELCOME TO THE
JUNE 2017 ISSUE OF ISNAP!





On April 2, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson went 
before a joint session of Congress to request a 
declaration of war against Germany, marking 
America’s entry into the three year old conflict. 
Shortly thereafter, the first U.S. troops landed in 
France to fight alongside our Allies.

The French have never forgotten the help we 
provided. To mark the 100th anniversary of that act, 
the French aerobatic jet team, Patrouille de France, 
embarked on a tour of the U.S. (March 19 - May 4). 
It has been 31 years since the team last appeared 
here in North America and this was one way to 
reaffirm the historic ties between France and the 
United States.

It was extremely fortunate for me that one of the 
nine airshow stops on the tour (and the only West 
Coast performance) took place in Sacramento, CA. 
This was a mini-airshow built up around the star 
attraction, the Patrouille de France (French Acrobatic 
Patrol) and limited to 7,000 airshow fans.

While the show was almost all about Patrouille de 
France, the French consulate took time to honor 
Anthony Sadler, Alek Skarlatos and Spencer Stone 
– the local Sacramento heroes that thwarted a 2015 
terrorist act aboard a French train. After playing of 
both national anthems, in which the French Consul 
sang the French one, the show commenced with 
a flyover of two black T-38 Talons from nearby 
Beale AFB.

Patrouille de France 
COMES OUT WEST!

Article and photos by Hayman Tam



As an opening act, the team’s Airbus A400M Atlas support aircraft 
performed a flight demonstration routine. Similar to a C-17 demo, this 
was the first ever performance by an A400M in the US and was an 
exciting addition to the airshow. The Atlas is accompanying the team 
during their tour to transport their crew and equipment, and also 
serve as a photo platform during their planned flyovers of various US 
landmarks, such as the Statue of Liberty, Grand Canyon and Golden 
Gate Bridge. 

Dating back to 1931, the Patrouille is the world’s oldest aerobatic 
demonstration team. Pilots currently fly the Dassault/Dornier Alpha 
Jet, a forty-year-old light attack/training aircraft that the team has 
been using since 1981.

With eight aircraft, the team’s show routine is markedly different 
than those of the US Navy Blue Angels or US Air Force Thunderbirds. 
While there are many similar elements such as formation aerobatics 
and opposing flybys, the tempo and execution are noticeably differ-
ent. Because the Patrouille performs with eight jets instead of six, 
they have larger formations and utilize multiple groups of aircraft in a 
similar fashion to the Canadian Forces Snowbirds, who perform with 
nine jets. 

There was an unmistakable sense of grace with this performance, 
maybe it’s the additional aircraft, or the slower speeds, or the distinc-
tive French soundtrack (accordion music at an airshow?) For those 
used to the heart-thumping, high-energy show of the U.S. teams, the 
Patrouille is balletic in comparison. 

Several times the eight-ship formations would split in two, drawing 
attention to one group while the other one would split further into 
two-ship pairs that would perform opposing passes. The French 
team makes excellent use of colored smoke, which really adds to the 
performance and not used as much in American airshows.
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2017 LA COUNTY
   A I R S H O W

HIGH FLYING OVER THE HIGH DESERT
Article and photos by Hayman Tam



The sounds of high performance jet aircraft are commonplace in the 
high desert of California, home of Edwards Air Force Base and the ci-
vilian activities at nearby Mojave. With the cancellation of the popular 
Edwards AFB Open House events however, local airshow fans were left 
wanting. After several years of concerted effort, and the lead sponsor-
ship of Lockheed Martin, the Los Angeles County Airshow was born. 
Now in its fourth year, tens of thousands of folks flocked to the city of 
Lancaster to attend the event held at General William J. Fox Airfield 
(Fox Field).

To set the right tone, this airshow started off with a sonic boom high 
over the growing spectator ranks, one of the perks of an airshow over 
sparsely populated desert. While the US Air Force Thunderbirds re-
ceived top billing, there was a fair selection of aerobatic, military and 
warbird performances on the daily schedule. 

The civilian acts started off with Rob Holland, Bill Stein, and Matt Chap-
man performing together as “The 4CE” (actually ¾ of The 4CE for this 
show), with their individual performances later in the schedule. Airshow 
veteran Rob Harrison “The Tumbling Bear” performed in his Zlin 142C 
followed by Vicky Benzing putting her immaculate red Stearman thru its 
paces. Jet fans were not forgotten as Paul “Sticky” Strickland demon-
strated his Czech L-39 Albatros jet trainer and Greg “Wired” Colyer put 
on a great performance with his Lockheed T-33 “Ace Maker”.

One unique item on the show schedule were a series of flybys from a 
NASA Lockheed ER-2, a derivative of the classic U-2, based at nearby 
Armstrong Flight Research Center (formerly known as Dryden) and 
used for high-altitude civilian research. Besides the Thunderbirds, the 
only other military performer was a powerful Super Hornet demonstra-
tion by the US Navy West Coast Super Hornet Tac Demo Team (VFA-122 
Flying Eagles, NAS Lemoore).
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Warbird lovers were rewarded with a selection of aircraft provided 
by Planes of Fame and the Commemorative Air Force. We were 
treated to performances by the CAF’s Spitfire Mk-XIV and Yak-
3, along with a F4U Corsair, P-51 Mustang, P-38 Lightning, B-25 
Mitchell and F-86 Sabre from the PoF collection in Chino. The P-38 
got a little more airtime as it, flanked by two A-10 Thunderbolt II’s, 
performed in the Heritage Flight salute to Air Force veterans and 
service members.

The B-25 Mitchell performed some bombing runs synchronized with 
pyrotechnics to create crowd pleasing explosions. Planes of Fames 
own Steve Hinton traded the P-38 for a gleaming F-86 to put on a 
graceful demonstration of what the 50’s-era Sabre was capable of.

One non-flying performer this year was Bill Braack with “Smoke-
n-Thunder”, a highly modified 1957 Chevy pickup powered by two 
jet engines salvaged from a US Navy T-2A Buckeye jet trainer. With 
25,000 HP on hand, plus afterburners, this custom truck reaches 
speeds over 350 MPH and put on quite a show for the fans.

The theme of the show, evident in the ground displays and airshow 
performance narrative, was STEM (Science Technology Engineer-
ing and Math). Northrop Grumman had a large tent filled with STEM 
activities for the young and young-at-heart. Other tents contained 
very interesting panel discussions on the F-117 Stealth Fighter, 
Women in Aviation, Virgin Galactic Space Travel, the Vietnam Air 

War, and Free Falling from Space. To go along with the ultra high-al-
titude skydiving panel, the Red Bull Stratos capsule was on display. 
This was the pressurized capsule that took Felix Baumgartner to an 
altitude of 127,852 feet before he stepped off into the history books.

As for the static displays, the number of aircraft was less than 
expected for a show of this size, but the variety was good. Cali-
fornia Aeronautical University brought one of their Cessna 172s. 
There was a NASA King Air, Globe Swift, Piper Apache, Diamond 
TwinStar, Civil Air Patrol Skylane and a showroom condition How-
ard DGA (“Damned Good Airplane”). Scaled Composites displayed 
their ARES, a prototype for a low cost close air support aircraft 
displaying Rutan design philosophy. The LA County Firehawk, 
USCG Dolphin and LA Sheriff Eurocopter balanced out the fixed 
wing displays. The most popular static display was the Lockheed 
Martin F-35A Lightning II, a flight test aircraft (“AF-01”) performing 
missions at nearby Edwards AFB. The largest aircraft there was a 
Boeing C-17 Globemaster III, but the strangest one had to be the 
kite-winged Northrop Grumman X-47A Pegasus Unmanned Combat 
Aerial Vehicle.

Opened in 1959, General William J. Fox Airfield (WJF) was con-
structed by the County of Los Angeles who still operates the facility. 
Located in Lancaster, this is the only general aviation airport in the 
Antelope Valley. 
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